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*Contour plugin, MS Excel required



Export Depth, Vegetation, 
or Bottom Hardness 
(Composition) Grid Data 
from your BioBase 
account.  

Data are exported as 
comma delimited point 
features in the universal 
WGS84 global coordinate 
system (right-click data in 
browser save as .csv).



Add X,Y Data and specify the WGS84 
coordinate system.



Transform the data into a projected coordinate system (UTM is a good 
standard).



Make sure you use the correct local datum (e.g., NAD83 Zone 15N for 
Minnesota USA)



http://www.ems-i.com/

If using UTMs NAD83 Datum, consult this chart to 
determine your zone (US Only).  Datum vary widely 
across the globe; use one that is in accordance with 

your local standard.



Next we need to create a polygon shapefile to represent 
the waterbody boundary.



Give the shapefile a name and location, select Polygon 
as Geometry type, and use the same coordinate system 

as your projected point layer.



You are now ready to digitize the waterbody boundary. Select the 
boundary polygon under Layers and toggle on Editing by clicking on the 

pencil.



Click Add Polygon Feature and single click around the boundary of the 
waterbody. Right click once finished.



You can further edit polygon using the digitizing tools to adjust the 
shoreline further, add islands, etc. Once satisfied, click Save and then 

toggle off editing by clicking on the pencil again.



Clip the data points using the polygon so we are left with only the data 
points inside the lake boundary.



Here we have only the points inside the lake boundary.



If necessary, right Multipart to Singleparts. You will need to do this if 
your point shapefile is MultiPoint.



Run the Contour plugin to create contour polygons. Use the depth 
column in your point layer for Data value, select contour layers, and 

your desired interval. Here we are doing one foot contours.



Merge the contour output with the waterbody boundary.



Select the contours and polygon boundary for Input layers.



Here we have all of the one foot contour polygons, including the 
shoreline boundary.



Open the attribute table by right-clicking on the contours layer, open 
Field Calculator, and create a new field calculating the area of each 

polygon ring.



Save and toggle off editing. Here we have a table with an area value (in 
square meters) for each depth contour.



Right-click on the contours layer and Export as a CSV.



Open Excel and then load the contours layer table CSV.



Format the table and add the above columns, sort by Depth. We can 
now calculate the zone volumes if we know the zone average depth. The 

depth zones are the full ranges of depths as the water level decreases 
by the depth contour (in this case, one foot).



Run Split Vector Layer to separate the depth contours out into their own 
shapefiles. 



The input layer is the Contours layer. Use Depth for the ID field. Select 
an output folder.



The input layer is the Contours layer. Use Depth for the ID field. Select 
an output folder.



The input layer is the Contours layer. Use Depth for the ID field. Select 
an output folder.



We now have a separate shapefile for each contour polygon.



Clip the Dataset with each contour polygon to get a separate dataset 
only representing the points inside each area.



For each new dataset add a field (Decimal number (real)) to the attribute table to 
apply an offset to the depth column. The offset value will be the depth that the 
contour interval represents. In the above example we are subtracting one from 

current depth column to give us a new offset depth representing the depths if the 
water level dropped by a foot.



Under view open Statistical Summary.



Under Statistics, for each dataset, select the Depth column to view the 
average depth for that depth range.



We now have the average depth for each zone, or water level.



To calculate each zone value multiply Area by ZoneAveDepth.



We can now calculate each DiscVolume by subtracting its corresponding 
ZoneVolume by the Zone Volume below it. 


